Features and Benefits
Compact Drills
606NT Model
Features

Benefits

Hydraulic depth stop

Provides infinite range of adjustments to tailor coulter depth to seeding depth.

Choice of 2x13 Single Press Wheel or
3x13 Center Rib Press Wheel

Press wheel options allow tailoring to various soil conditions.

Clevis Style Drawbar Hitch or Pintle
Hitch

Allows you to hook up to multiple applications.

2 bu/ft. Box Capacity

Larger box reduces downtime / more acres per fill.

1 3/4" Fluted Seed Cups with
Powdered Metal Flutes

Delivers outstanding accuracy.

Calibration Crank

Calibrating your machine will allow you to put on only the amount you desire.

Grease Bank

Lubricate all major components from one location.

4 Speed Gearbox for various seed
rates

Makes seed rates changes quick and painless and gives a wider range of adjustment.

Heavy Duty Coil Springs for down
pressure on press wheels

Gives you the range from 90 to 180 lbs. of consistent down pressure.

T-Handle Opener Depth Adjustment

Provides 18 different positions for accurate depth.

Walkboard w/Steps

Allows you to refill seed from end to end.

Spring-Steel Coulter Mounting Bars
Choice of two different coulters

Takes shock loads better.
Give you a wide range of penetration and performances.

3P606NT Model
Features

Benefits

Category ll hitch

Easy 3-point mounting on various types of tractors.

8 Position positive center mounted
ground drive wheel also works as the
front depth gauging wheel

Allows drive system to keep monitoring in any conditions.

Choice of 2x13 Single Press Wheels
or 3x13 Center Rib Press Wheels

Press wheel options allow tailoring to various soil conditions.

2 bu/ft. Box Capacity

Larger box reduces downtime / more acres per fill.

1 3/4" Fluted Seed Cups with
Powdered metal flutes

Delivers outstanding accuracy.

4 Speed Gearbox for various seed
rates

Makes seed rates changes quick and painless.

Heavy Duty Coil Springs for down
pressure on press wheels

Gives you the range from 90 to 180 lbs. of consistent down pressure.

T-Handle Opener Depth Adjustment

Provides 18 different positions for accurate depth.

Choice of two different coulters

Give you a wide range of penetration and performances.

Designs, specifications, features and information are subject to change without notice.
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